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Theoretical investigation into the effects of polar anchoring in antiferroelectric liquid crystal cells
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We present a theoretical investigation into the effects of polar anchoring, which induces ferroelectric order-
ing close to the cell surfaces, in a liquid crystal cell containing an antiferroelectric liquid crystalline material.
Our model includes effects due to finite polar and nonpolar anchoring, quadrupolar ordering and polarization
self interaction. By minimizing the free energy of the system, we find parameter domains in which multiple
zero-voltage solutions are stable. We find that these solutions may undergo thresholdless or hysteretic switch-
ing depending on the parameter values. In two instances, the presence of quadrupolar ordering or weak
anchoring means that the cell must first beprimed into the thresholdless state through a discontinuous transi-
tion from an initial antiferroelectric state.

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 61.30.Gd
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of ferroelectric liquid crystals (SmC*
or FLC! @1# and, some 13 years later, antiferroelectric liqu
crystals (SmCA* or AFLC! @2#, there has been considerab
interest in the possibilities of using such materials in disp
devices. While FLC devices exhibit fast, inplane, bista
switching between two ferroelectric~F! states, AFLC devices
have an additional, antiferroelectric~AF! state leading to the
advantageous possibility of addressing a display symm
cally.

Recently, there has been an increased interest in thr
oldless modes of operation of AFLC cells@3–5#. In such
cells the material continuously transforms from the AF st
to either of the F states upon application of an electric fie
In liquid crystal devices such thresholdless switching mo
have been of significant scientific and technological inter
for some time. In nematic devices the hybrid aligned nem
cell @6,7# and thep cell @8# are operated in a thresholdle
mode while for smectic devices the ferroelectric liquid cry
tal ~FLC! deformed helix @9# and twisted FLC devices
@10,11# and antiferroelectric liquid crystal~AFLC! materials
@12# all exhibit thresholdless switching.

Although this type of switching is unfavorable in a pa
sively addressed display, with active matrix addressing,
using thin film transistor~TFT! technology, this mode ha
many advantages over bistable~or tristable! switching. The
main advantage is that an analog grayscale can be re
duced so that in a color display a large number~theoretically
an infinite number! of colors are possible.

While active matrix addressing has previously be
avoided in FLC type display technologies due to the diffic
ties in mass production and expense, both of these prob
have largely been overcome and device manufacturers
now willing to use TFT technology since the advantag
outweigh the disadvantages.

The advantages of using AFLC materials~fast, in-plane,
symmetric driving schemes, and large contrast ratio! led re-
searchers to investigate the possibility of obtaining a thre
oldless AFLC mode. In an apparently antiferroelectric~AF!
material Inuiet al. @12# observed a thresholdless mode th
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~5!/6787~8!/$15.00
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they explained in terms of arandom smecticmodel where
the director correlation between adjacent layers was sm
However, recent experimental observations@3,4# suggest that
a more realistic model for this behavior is a twisted smec
structure in which the AF ordering of the material is su
pressed and the liquid crystal is in fact in the ferroelect
phase.

In many situations the cell must first beprimed into the
thresholdless state@3,5# by applying an electric field. After
the cell has been primed it switches thresholdlessly. Ho
ever, when the field is removed and the cell remains in
zero-voltage state for some time~which can be between
hours and days! the unprimedground state is recovered an
the cell must first be primed again before thresholdl
switching occurs.

In this paper, we develop a theoretical model of an AFL
cell in order to investigate the possible director configu
tions and how they switch when an electric field is applie
Specifically, we will consider the effects of confining su
faces that induce polar anchoring such that the material
fers to be in the F state at the cell boundaries. We show
the competition between F ordering at the surfaces and
ordering in the bulk of the cell induces a coexistence
zero-voltage ground states. The identification of such gro
states is extremely important when considering the switch
characteristics in such cells. We find that due to the prese
of quadrupolar ordering or weak anchoring, two modes
switching exhibit priming. The first of these modes is ess
tially that described by Rudquvistet al. @3# in which the
thresholdless mode is simply the twisted smectic state
scribed some years ago by Clark and Lagerwall@10# and
Patel@11#. In this paper, we demonstrate how this thresho
less mode is primed from an AF state and, for an AFL
material, how the twisted smectic state can be stabilized b
quadrupolar ordering energy. In the second mode the
namic ground state is a vertical AF state. This thresholdl
AF switching mode was first described in a patent by L
@13# and theoretically modeled by the present authors@14#
while the zero-voltage ground state was previously discus
by Fournier @15#. In this paper, we describe how, due
finite polar and nonpolar anchoring, this state may
achieved from a uniform surface stabilized AF ground sta
6787 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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6788 PRE 62N. J. MOTTRAM AND S. J. ELSTON
In both of the above cases we are able to show how
thresholdless switching mode is primed from an initial A
state.

II. MODEL

The model used in this paper is an extension of our p
vious model@14# to include weak anchoring and quadrupo
ordering. We will assume that the smectic layers are i
bookshelf configuration and that the director within ea
layer lies on the smectic cone with a fixed cone angle~see
Fig. 1!. We also assume that the behavior may be mode
by only considering two adjacent smectic layers. This
equivalent to assuming that there is no helix present in
cell and thus the material is surface stabilized. The free
ergy of the smectic layers is then taken as the sum of en
contributions from electrostatic interactions, elastic deform
tion of the director, antiferroelectric and quadrupolar ord
ing within the liquid crystal, and both polar and nonpol
surface energies

At the cell boundary plates (z50,d) the molecules prefe
to lie on the cell surface rather than parallel to it. In oth
words, the director would like to lie on either side of th
smectic cone (f50 or p). However, since the materials th
we are attempting to model have a high molecular sponta
ous polarization (uPsu'5310242131023 C/m2), there
will be a strong interaction between the surface alignm
layer and the permanent molecular dipole. Thus the surfa
induce polar anchoring and the global surface energy min
is f50 atz50 andf5p at z5d while the other states ar
metastable minima. Such boundary conditions force the
terial to be in the ferroelectric phase at the surfaces.

If the director in each layer remains on a cone of anglu
and the layers are in the bookshelf configuration, then we
write ni5(sinu cosfi , cosu, sinu sinfi), wherei 51, 2 indi-
cates the first or second layer andf i is the azimuthal director
angle around the smectic cone. The corresponding spont
ous polarization vectors that lie perpendicular toni and they

FIG. 1. Cell configuration: The directors,n1 andn2, in layers 1
and 2, respectively, lie on the smectic cone while the correspon
polarization vectorsPs1 andPs2 lie in thexz plane perpendicular to
the directors. The layers are in the bookshelf configuration betw
glass plates atz50 andz5d. At the cell surfaces, the polar an
chored director state~dark arrows! is the globally stable state while
the antipolar anchored state~light arrows! is metastable.
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axis are thenPsi5Ps(sinfi , 0,2cosfi). The free energy
may be written as
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„f1~0!/2…1sin2
„f2~0!/2…#

1Wp@cos2„f1~d!/2…1cos2„f2~d!/2…#, ~1!

where Pz52Ps(cosf11cosf2)/2 and ezz5e'

1De sin2u(sin2f11sin2f2)/2 are the average spontaneo
polarization in thez direction and the averagezz component
of the dielectric tensor. In Eq.~1!, thez coordinate has been
nondimensionalized with the cell gap widthd so that Z
5z/d, V is the voltage applied across the cell,e058.85
310212 F/m is the permittivity of free space,K is a Frank
elastic constant,g is the antiferroelectric ordering paramete
gq is the quadrupolar ordering parameter,Wnp is the nonpo-
lar anchoring strength, andWp is the polar anchoring
strength.

The first four terms in Eq.~1! describe the electrostati
energy contributions and are derived by solving Maxwe
equations@16# assuming that the electric properties may
averaged over the two layers. It has previously been sho
that the presence of a spontaneous polarization in the la
causes a polarization self interaction that tends to minim
gradients inPsi . Thus in a smectic-C twisted layer the bulk
of the material will orient such thatPz is constant. However
since the electric properties have been averaged over
layers, the presence of AF ordering~i.e., f25p1f1) leads
to zero net polarization~i.e., Pz50), and therefore it is pos
sible to achieve a minimum in the electric energy with
nonuniform director profile as long asf2(z)5p1f1(z).

The fifth term in Eq.~1! is the elastic distortion energ
that may be thought of as the Frank elastic energy~under a
one constant approximation! of the nematiclike directors
within each layer. The sixth and seventh terms in Eq.~1!
describe the liquid crystal material’s tendency to form fer
electric ~F! or antiferroelectric ~AF! states. Wheng
.22gq , the AF state (f25p1f1) is stable in the bulk
material and wheng,2gq the F state (f15f2) is stable.
When both states are stable (22gq,g,2gq) the AF state
is the global energy minimum wheng.0; and the F state
wheng,0. In this paper, we will assume that we are belo
the smectic-C–smectic-CA phase transition such that the
state is never the globally stable state but may be a m
stable state.

The last terms in Eq.~1! are surface energies and gove
the behavior of the director close to the cell surfaces. T
nonpolar,Wnp term describes the director’s tendency to

g
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on the cell surfaces (f1, 250 or p at z50 or d). The polar,
Wp term describes the polar interaction between the surfa
and the director such that atz50 the directors prefer the
orientation f1, 250 and atz5d the directors preferf1, 2
5p as discussed in the previous section.

The minimum energy equilibrium configuration may b
found by solving numerically the Euler-Lagrange equatio
associated with the free energy~1! together with associate
boundary conditions. For this minimization problem we e
ploy the numerical continuation packageAUTO97 @17,18# that
will not only calculate a solution to the Euler-Lagrange equ
tions but also investigate the behavior of this solution and
system as certain parameters vary.

For the dynamics of switching we use a relaxation te
nique that effectively solves the Ginzburg-Landau equat
associated with the bulk energy in Eq.~1!,

m
]f1

]t
52Lf1

~Fbulk!, ~2a!

m
]f2

]t
52Lf2

~Fbulk!, ~2b!

whereFbulk is the bulk free energy density associated w
the nonsurface energy terms inF, Lu5]/]u
2d(]/]uZ)/dZ is the normal Lagrangian operator, andm is
the viscosity of director motion around the smectic cone.

Using these two numerical methods, we are able to fi
the quasistatic hysteresis loop~AUTO97! and switching be-
havior ~relaxation technique!. The numerical details of thes
methods will not be discussed further in this paper.

This theoretical model is clearly extremely comple
There are many independent parameters and although s
may be fixed to values typical for AF materials~we sete'

55.0, De521.5, u525o, Ps5531024 C/m2, m
5100 N s/m, andK510211 N!, we will want to alter other
parameters in order to investigate the properties of
ground states and switching mechanism~i.e., the cell thick-
nessd, the ordering parametersg and gq , which will be
temperature dependent, the anchoring strengthsWnp and
Wp , and of course the applied voltageV).

In the next section we investigate the effects of alter
the cell thickness and AF ordering~when quadrupolar order
ing is neglected and the surfaces induce strong polar anc
ing! to find the ground states and switching behavior. In S
IV, we will concentrate on two points in parameter space
order to investigate the switching behavior and priming
fect of two thresholdless modes. These two sets of par
eters typify the behavior of the system in large regions
parameter space and small changes in the parameters d
qualitatively change the switching behavior of the cell.

III. GROUND STATES

In investigating the zero-voltage ground states of
AFLC cell, we simplify the above model. We will neglec
the quadrupolar ordering term by settinggq50, although we
will reintroduce this term in Sec. IV. We will also assum
that the cell surfaces induce strong polar anchoring~equiva-
lent to settingWnp50 andWp→`). It should be noted a
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this point that the mathematical description of polar anch
ing in terms of the azimuthal anglesf i is in fact degenerate
If the director is forced to lie on one side of the cone at o
surface and on the opposite side of the cone on the o
surface, the boundary conditions for the azimuthal angles
f i52nip on Z50 andf i5(2mi11)p on Z51, whereni
and mi are two ~positive or negative! integers that may be
different for each layer. Clearly there are an infinite numb
of possibilities. However, most of the possible values ofni
and mi lead to director configurations that involve multip
rotations of the director around the cone. These soluti
will contain a large amount of elastic energy and may
disregarded when compared to the two low-energy possi
ties n15n250, m15m250 and n15n250, m150, m2
521.

From the form of the resulting dimensionless free ene
~1! we see that the system is governed by onlytwo dimen-
sionless parametersa5e0g/Ps

2 and b5e0K sin2u/d2Ps
2 .

Whatever the values of the dimensional parameters (K, Ps ,
d, etc.!, if a andb remain constant the equilibrium solution
will not change. There may be a multiplicative change in t
free energy but this will not affect the stability or relativ
energies of the equilibrium solutions. We may therefore p
a phase diagram in terms of the two parametersa and b,
which completely describes the system. However, it may
more useful to plot a phase diagram in terms of more me
ingful and experimentally controllable parameters such
the cell thicknessd and the F/AF ordering parameterg,
which will be related to the temperature.

Therefore, we initially fix all other parameters at the va
ues previously mentioned (e058.85310212 F/m, e'55.0,
De521.5, u525o, Ps5531024 C/m2, and K510211 N!
but note that any change to these values will not qualitativ
affect the d, g phase diagram but will simply result in
rescaling of thed and/or theg axes. For example, we not
that the parameter transformation (d, g, Ps)
→(d/a, a2g, aPs), for any constanta leaves the free en
ergy unchanged. Thus, a change in the value ofPs ~i.e., Ps
→aPs) will simply alter the scales of thed andg axes (d
→d/a andg→a2g).

Figure 2 shows examples of the five solutions we obt
from minimizing the free energy at differentg values. The
first three result from the first set of boundary conditio
described above@f1(0)5f2(0)50, f1(d)5f2(d)5p],
which we denote by F1 @Fig. 2~a!#, AF1 @Fig. 2~b!#, and AF2
@Fig. 2~c!#. The last two solutions result from the second s
of boundary conditions described above@f1(0)5f2(0)
50, f1(d)5p, f2(d)52p], which we denote by F2 @Fig.
2~d!# and AF3 @Fig. 2~e!#.

In the F1 solution, the liquid crystal exhibits ferroelectri
ordering, i.e., f15f2. The director continuously twists
around the smectic cone from one cell boundary to the ot
There is a concentration of the director twist near to
boundaries since, in the bulk of the cell, the electrosta
energy term disfavors variations ofPz . For smaller values of
d, the twisted boundary regions become more dominant
the director tends to be more uniformly twisted across
cell. This solution has been previously investigated in de
and has been shown to undergo thresholdless switching
therefore exhibit an analog grayscale@11,19#.

The two solutions AF1 and AF2 both exhibit antiferro-
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electric ordering in the bulk of the cell~i.e., f15f21p)
although the director configurations are somewhat differe
In the AF1 solution, the directors in the bulk of the cell a
fixed approximately parallel to the cell surfaces (f1
'p, f2'0), and near to the surfaces the directors reori
to satisfy the polar anchoring conditions. In the AF2 solution
the directors, while remaining in an AF state, continua
twist around the cone from one surface to the other.
important feature of this solution is that there is no ‘‘flatte
ing’’ of the azimuthal angle configuration, as in the F1 solu-
tion, since in the AF statePz50 and thus the electrostati
free energy is automatically minimized.

In the last two solutions F2 and AF3, the bulk of the cell is
in an F state (f15f250) or an AF state (f15p/2, f2
52p/2, i.e., the directors are in the verticalyz plane! while
near to one or both cell surfaces the director reorients,
narrow boundary region, to satisfy the boundary conditio
For g,0, when the bulk of the cell prefers the F state, the2
solution is of lower energy than the AF3 solution but of
higher energy than the F1 solution. Forg.0, when the bulk
material prefers the AF state, the AF3 solution isalwaysthe
lowest energy configuration of all the solutions in Fig.
However, even though the AF3 solution is the global energy
minimizer in a large part of parameter space, at first sigh
seems that this solution will be difficult to produce. In o
layer the director rotates around the smectic cone in a clo

FIG. 2. Examples of the five zero-voltage, equilibrium solutio
of the azimuthal anglesf1 andf2 for parameter valuesd51026 m,
Ps5531024 C/m2, K510211 N, u525o, e058.85310212 F/m,
De521.5, ande'55.0 and ~a! g50, ~b and c! g530, ~d! g
5210, ~e! g530. ~a! The F1 solution for whichf15f2. ~b! The
AF1 solution for which, in the bulk of the cell,f1'p, f2'0. ~c!
The AF2 solution for which, in the bulk of the cell,f15f21p but
the directors in each layer uniformly rotate around the cone fr
one side of the cell to the other.~d! The F2 solution for whichf1

5f2 in the bulk of the cell.~e! The AF3 solution for which, in the
bulk of the cell, avertical AF state exists wheref15p/2,f2

52p/2.
t.

t

n

a
.

.

it

k-

wise direction while in the adjacent layer the director rota
in an anticlockwise direction. If the cell has been cool
down into the AF phase from the F phase, where the dire
configuration would prefer that of the F1 solution@Fig. 2~a!#
with the directors rotating around the cone in thesamedi-
rection, the strong anchoring condition would prohibit t
formation of the AF3 state. However, we will show in Sec
IV that this low-energy stateis accessible when the stron
anchoring condition is relaxed and surface director switch
can occur.

We now concentrate on the relative stabilities of the fi
three solutions F1 , AF1, and AF2. Figure 3 shows the phas
diagram for these solutions. The solid bold lines denot
second-order transition between the F1 state and an AF state
and a first-order transition between the two AF states. T
dotted lines denote the spinodal points associated with
first-order transition, i.e., the limits of metastability of th
two AF phases. The labels F1 , AF1, and AF2 indicate the
areas of the phase diagram in which each of the first th
solutions in Fig. 2 are the lowest energy.

Below and to the left of the second-order transition lin
the F1 solution is the lowest-energy solution. This transitio
line asymptotes tog50 asd→` and tod50 asg→`. This
is to be expected whena is small compared tob and thus the
AF ordering energy term is small compared to the elect
static and/or the elastic energy terms. When the AF orde
term and the elastic term are comparable we havea;b and
thusg;K/d2 that agrees with the form of the second-ord
transition line.

As the second-order transition line is crossed, the F1 state
becomes unstable to a perturbation that destroys the F o
ing in the bulk of the cell. The directors in adjacent layers~in
the middle of the cell! move apart and thus one of the A
solutions is formed. For low values ofd it is the AF2 solution
and for higher values ofd it is the AF1 solution. However,
the AF1 solution is only the lowest-energy configuratio
within a narrow region of the phase diagram. Asd or g
increases, this solution becomes unstable to the AF2 solution
through a first-order transition~the solid bold line in Fig. 3

FIG. 3. The phase diagram for the existence and stability of
three solutions F1 , AF1, and AF2. The solid bold lines indicate the
second-order transition between the F1 state and an AF state and th
first-order transition between the AF1 and AF2 states. The dotted
lines L1 and L2 are the spinodal lines associated with the first-ord
transition that mark the absolute stability boundaries of the AF1 and
AF2 states, respectively.
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indicated by the 1st label!. The instability of the AF1 solution
is due to the high elastic energy regions close to the
boundaries that, for larged andg, are of higher energy than
the continuous distortion present in the AF2 solution.

The spinodal lines in the phase diagram denote the lim
of absolutestability of the two AF states. Between the firs
order transition line and L1 in Fig. 3, the AF1 solution is
metastable, while between the first-order transition line a
L2, the AF2 solution is metastable. The two spinodal lin
meet as the first-order transition line terminates at a crit
point. For large values ofd the first-order transition line
asymptotes to the second-order transition line, reducing
region in which the AF1 solution is the globally stable stat
while the spinodal lines asymptote to fixed values ofg.

Having found the zero-voltage ground states, we n
consider the switching behavior at three points in the ph
diagram. Figure 4 showsPz , the polarization in thez direc-
tion ~averaged over the cell! as the voltage is varied for th

FIG. 4. PolarizationPz ~averaged over the cell! versus voltage
for ~a! d50.231026 m, g50; ~b! d50.231026 m, g5150; ~c!
d50.531026m, g5150.
ll

ts

d

l

e

e

points in the phase diagram,d50.231026 m, g50 @Fig.
4~a!#, d50.231026 m, g5150 @Fig. 4~b!#, d50.531026

m, g5150@Fig. 4~c!#. For large positive voltages the electr
field will cause the directors to lie on one side of the co
forming a ferroelectric state that we call F1 ~positive average
Pz) while for large negative voltages the directors will lie o
the other side of the cone in the F2 state~negative average
Pz).

The F1 solution has been previously investigated in det
and has been shown to undergo thresholdless switching,
Fig. 4~a!, and therefore exhibits an analog grayscale@11,19#.
More interestingly, Figs. 4~b! and~c! show that the AF2 state
may switch thresholdlesslyor hysteretically. At low values
of d the AF state is not fully formed in the center of the ce
and the cell switches continuously to the F1 or F2 state. For
d greater than about 0.331026 m, the cell switches hyster
etically between the fully formed AF state and the switch
state. In a similar way the AF1 switches hysteretically, away
from the F1-AF1 transition line, and thresholdlessly, clos
from the F1-AF1 transition line.

We now return to the remaining solutions, the AF3 and F2
states. As shown previously in Ref.@14#, the AF3 solution
switches thresholdlessly. In this case, in the bulk of the c
the material is in the vertical AF state with the polarizati
vectors parallel to the cell surfaces. When an electric field
applied and there is no quadrupolar energy term the po
ization simply rotates to align with the field direction~this
form of switching will be further investigated in the nex
section!. Since the F2 state is always of higher energy tha
the F1-state we do not consider it further although it can
shown that this state may switch hysteretically or thresho
lessly.

We have therefore found only two ground states that w
switch thresholdlessly over large regions of parameter sp
the F1 and AF3 solutions. However, these solutions ha
certain problems when considering experimental deta
Firstly the F1 solution was assumed to be the explanation
the switching mechanism in a cell at a temperature below
bulk F-AF transition temperature@3# and unless the cell is
extremely thin, the F1 state will be unstable. Then show i
the next section that a quadrupolar ordering term will sta
lize the F state and may explain the experimental results
previously mentioned, the AF3 state may be difficult to
achieve due to the counter-rotating director structures in
jacent layers. We again show in the next section how t
thresholdless switching state may be achieved by brea
the anchoring constraints at the cell surfaces.

IV. PRIMING

In this section, we investigate how it is possible to pr
duce thresholdless switching in a cell at a temperature
which the bulk material would be in the AF state. We co
sider the two solutions F1 and AF3 that have been shown t
exhibit thresholdless switching in large areas of parame
space.

Firstly, we consider the F1 solution. In order to at leas
locally stabilize the F state at a low temperature, a quad
polar energy term must be introduced. We start in the lowe
energy state for the boundary conditions@AF2, Fig. 2~c!#
and, once switched, the system can remain in the F state
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then switch thresholdlessly as long as the quadrupolar or
ing is large enough. This is shown in Fig. 5. For this calc
lation we have used the parameter valuesd51026 m, g
5103 N/m2, andgq5103 N/m2 and assumed that there e
ists strong polar anchoring at the surfacesWnp50 andWp
→` @i.e., the directors at the surface are fixed to
f1, 2(0)50 andf1, 2(d)5p]. It should be noted that if the
strong anchoring condition is relaxed such thatWp is finite
but large, the switching behavior remains qualitatively t
same.

In Fig. 5~a!, we have plotted the average polarization
the z direction, squared, versus voltage to illustrate how
cell is first primed to the positive voltage F state (F1) and
then switches thresholdlessly between the F states (F1 and
F2).

As the field is initially increased, the ground AF sta
switches hysteretically to the F1 state@indicated by arrow 1

FIG. 5. Priming to, and thresholdless switching of, the twis
smectic state.~a! The polarization in thez direction, averaged ove
the cell thickness, squared, versus voltage.~b! Initial switching
from the AF state to the F state. Thesef1 andf2 solutions corre-
spond to states along the response branch numbered 1 in~a!. ~c!
Thresholdless switching of the twisted smectic state where the
lutions for f1 andf2 overlap sincef15f2.
r-
-

e

e

e

in Fig. 5~a!# with the director configuration switching from
the ground state@solid lines in Fig. 5~b!# to the switched state
@dashed-dotted lines in Fig. 5~b!#. From this point the F state
is metastable, due to the presence of quadrupolar orde
and will switch thresholdlessly in the same way as a twis
smectic device@10,11# @indicated by arrows 2–5 in Fig
5~a!#. In the bulk of the cell the director azimuthal ang
changes continuously fromf5p to f50 through the zero-
voltage ground statef5p/2 @Fig. 5~c!#.

If the voltage is removed, the F state remains but
system is in a high-energy metastable state. If the syste
perturbed~by surface defects, regions of AF ordering et!
The system reverts to the AF2 ground state. We have con
firmed this numerically by introducing a small numeric
perturbation to allow the system to relax to the AF2 state.
Once the system has relaxed to the AF2 ground state it will
again prime into an F state upon application of a voltage
then switch thresholdlessly. Such an effect would agree w
the experimentally observed behavior previously mention

The second situation we consider is priming into the v
tical AF thresholdless state, i.e., solution AF3 @Fig. 2~e!#. We
now demonstrate how this vertical AF state may be obtai

FIG. 6. Priming to, and thresholdless switching of, the verti
AF state. The polarization in thez direction, averaged over the ce
thickness, squared, versus voltage. Solutions along these resp
branches are shown in Figs. 7–9.

FIG. 7. Solutions along the first priming branch~labeled 1 in
Fig. 6!. BetweenV57.3 andV57.35, the anchoring breaks at on
surfacez5d.

o-
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from a uniform surface stabilized AF configuration. For th
calculation we have used the parameter valuesd51026 m,
g5103 N/m2, andgq50 so that there is no quadrupolar o
dering and we assume that there is weak anchoringWnp

51.531024 N/m, Wp51.531024 N/m, which means the
polar anchored state is the global energy minimizer wit
metastable antipolar state~see Fig. 1!.

Figure 6 shows the response of the directors when, s
ing with a surface stabilized AF state (f150, f25p), a
triangular voltage waveform is applied. Figure 6 shows
averagePz response~squared! versus the applied voltag
while Figs. 7–9 show the director angle response wh
switching from 0V to 15V ~Fig. 7 and response branch 1
Fig. 6!, 15V to 0V @Figs. 8~a!–~c! and response branch 2 i
Fig. 6#, 0V — 15V @Figs. 8~c!–~f! and response branch 3 i
Fig. 6~a!#. Figure 9 shows the thresholdless response o
the cell has been primed~response branches 4 and 5 in F
6!.

Initially, when V50, the directors are in the AF stat
f150, f25p @Fig. 7~a!#. At a critical voltage the bulk of
the cell starts to switch to the F1 state@Fig. 7~b!# and the
surface anchoring atz5d breaks @Fig. 7~c!# since the
f1(d)50 state is only metastable while thef1(d)5p state
is globally stable. At the maximum field value most of th
cell is in the F1 state (f1, 25p) except for the anchored
region wheref1(0) is much smaller thanp @Fig. 7~d!#.

As the voltage is then reduced to zero, the directors re
to an AF state except near the anchored region atz5d @Fig.
8~c!#. As the voltage further decreases to large negative
ues, the directors move toward the F2 state (f150, f2
52p) and the metastable anchoringf2(0)5p breaks@see
Figs. 8~d! and ~e!# and switches to the globally stable pos

FIG. 8. Solutions along branches 2 and 3~in Fig. 6!. At V50,
an AF state exists wheref25f11p in almost all the cells. As the
voltage becomes negative, the anchoring at the surfacez50 breaks
~betweenV524.3 andV525.3) and the cell is almost completel
in the F2 switched state.
a

rt-

e

n

ce
.

x

l-

tion f2(0)52p @which is of course equivalent tof2(0)
50].

From then on the cell switches thresholdlessly betwe
the two F states~with surface reorientation regions induce
by the anchoring conditions!. In the zero-voltage ground
state the bulk of the cell is in a vertical AF state, i.e.f1

5p/2, f253p/2 ~Fig. 9!.
Thus there are two priming steps corresponding to

breaking of two surface anchoring conditions. It should
noted that for different parameter values, especially
smaller values ofWnp , the second priming response may
very small.

As in the previous situation, theprimedzero voltage state
~the vertical AF state! may only bemetastablefor these pa-
rameter values. The original surface uniform AF state (f1
50, f25p) may be the global energy minimizer and if th
system was perturbed it would relax into the unprimed
state. Priming would then be necessary to achieve thresh
less switching.

FIG. 9. Solutions along branches 4 and 5~in Fig. 6!. The cell
has now primed into the vertical AF state for which switching
thresholdless. The cell cycles between the two F states~a! and ~c!
and the zero-voltage AF state~b!.
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V. DISCUSSION

We have presented a theoretical model of switching in
AFLC material confined between surfaces that induce p
surface anchoring. Low-energy ground states have b
found and their quasistatic switching investigated. For diff
ent parameters these configurations may exhibit thresh
less or hysteretic switching.

We have also demonstrated how two thresholdl
switching modes may be primed from AF ground states. T
first, a twisted smectic thresholdless mode, is stabilized
low the smectic-C–smectic-CA phase transition by the pres
ence of a quadrupolar ordering term in the free energy.
second, a vertical AF thresholdless mode, is obtained f
the uniform AF state by two priming steps that involv
breaking of the anchoring constraints at each of the cell
faces.

Although these two modes of switching are both thre
oldless they will have different optical characteristics. In t
first case the material is always ferroelectic and optically
tilted uniaxial state whilst in the second case the mate
varies from an optically biaxial state at zero volts to a tilt
uniaxial state for high voltages.
T
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For this investigation of priming we looked at only tw
points in parameter space and although such modes exis
a relatively large range of parameters we have not explo
the whole of the parameter space. Indeed the number of v
able parameters makes it virtually impossible to fully inve
tigate the system. However with the aid of detailed expe
mental results it will be possible to reduce the number a
range of variable parameters. Specifically experimental te
niques such as surface evanescent field@20# and guided
mode@21# analyses will be extremely useful in determinin
the director behavior in the bulk and surface of the cell. T
surface evanescent field technique will be particularly use
since it is able to probe the director structure near to the
surface~between 100 Å and 1000 Å from the cell surfac!
and detect whether the surface switches between the AF
F states.
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